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Supplies Used: A detailed Supply List is at the end of this Tutorial.

The Happiness Abounds stamp and die Bundle.•
Hues of Happiness Designer Series Paper.•
Basic White and Starry Sky cardstock.•
Orchid Oasis and Starry Sky Classic Ink Pads•
A Bone Folder and the 2022 -2024 In Color Decorative Matte Dots, Multipurpose Glue or 
your favorite adhesive.

•
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Card Layer Dimensions:

Cut a Basic White card base 4 1/4" x 11", score at 5 1/2". Burnish the crease with your Bone 
Folder.

•

Cut a large Starry Sky layer 3 1/4" x 5 1/4".•
Cut a smaller Starry Sky layer 2 1/4" x 3 1/4". This layer will be die cut.•
Cut a large Basic White layer 3 3/4" x 5". This layer will be ink splattered.•
Cut a small Basic White layer 2 1/2" x 3 1/2".•
Die cut the blue and yellow flowers, and the leaves directly from the Hues of Happiness 
Designer Series Paper.

•

Assemble The Card:

Adhere the large Starry Sky layer to the left side of the card front, leaving even space on the 
top, bottom and left. The space on the right side will be larger.

•

Add some Orchid Oasis ink splatter to the large Basic White layer. I used a stamp from the 
Nature's Prints stamp set. You can also use ink and an aqua painter.

•

(Add ink either to the inside of your ink pad lid or a small scrap of paper. Fill the Aqua Painter 
with water. Blend the ink with some water and the Aqua Painter brush tip and tap it over the 
cardstock layer to be inked).

•

I stamped off once, and twice to create the lighter images.•
Stamp the "best wishes" sentiment and flower from the Happiness Abounds stamp set with 
Orchid Oasis ink to the inside of the card base as shown below.

•

The "best wishes" sentiment is a one line stamp. •
I covered the word "wishes" with a piece of tape and stamped "best".•
Then I covered the word "best" with a piece of tape and stamped "wishes".•
Remember to remove your tape from the stamp BEFORE you stamp to your cardstock. Trust 
me on this!  :)

•
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Back to the Card Front:

Adhere the inked layer to the left side about 1/8" in from the Starry Sky layer.•
Make sure your top, bottom and left side layer spacing are even on the Starry Sky layer. 
(See photo below).

•

Center the large die from the Blossoming Happiness Dies onto the smaller Starry Sky layer.•
The top and bottom of the die will be off the layer slightly. Die cut this layer.•
Adhere the die cut, Starry Sky layer to the center of the smaller Basic White cardstock layer.•
Adhere the smaller Basic White die cut layer to the center of the card front. See the photo 
below.

•

Attach the die cut flowers and leaves as shows. I used Dimensionals and started with the 
yellow flower.

•

Embellish with a few Orchid Oasis 2022 - 2024 Decorative Matte Dots.•

I hope you enjoyed this tutorial. If you have any questions, please reach out to me at 
expressivelydeb@gmail.com.
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Hues Of 
Happiness Suite 

Collection 
(English) - 158828

Price: $69.50

Nature's Prints 
Cling Stamp Set 

(English) - 158793

Price: $25.00

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Thick 
Cardstock - 

159229

Price: $8.75

Starry Sky 8-1/2" X 
11" Cardstock - 

159263

Price: $9.25

Orchid Oasis 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 159214

Price: $8.00

2022-2024 In Color 
Matte Decorative 

Dots - 159186

Price: $8.00

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Price: $4.25

Mini Stampin' Cut 
& Emboss 

Machine - 150673

Price: $63.00
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